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There are many circumstances in which the probe tuning ad-
justments cannot be located near the rf NMR coil. These may
occur in high-temperature NMR, low-temperature NMR, and in
the use of magnets with small diameter access bores. We address
here circuitry for connecting a fixed-tuned probe circuit by a
transmission line to a remotely located tuning network. In partic-
ular, the bandwidth over which the probe may be remotely tuned
while keeping the losses in the transmission line acceptably low is
considered. The results show that for all resonant circuit geome-
tries (series, parallel, series–parallel), overcoupling of the line to
the tuned circuit is key to obtaining a large tuning bandwidth. At
equivalent extents of overcoupling, all resonant circuit geometries
have nearly equal remote tuning bandwidths. Particularly for the
case of low-loss transmission line, the tuning bandwidth can be
many times the tuned circuit’s bandwidth, fo/Q. © 2000 Academic Press

Key Words: remote tuning; probe.

I. INTRODUCTION

The NMR probe tuned-circuit serves to couple the
magnetization to the transmitting and receiving amplifi
Thus, the probe circuit determines the NMR performance,
the power required to generate a given rf fieldH 1 and the
signal-to-noise available in the receiver from a given prec
ing spin magnetization. It is generally recognized that optim
probe performance is obtained with all of the tuning
matching components located near the NMR coil, so tha
only loss in the circuit is the unavoidable loss of the coil it
(1, 2). We take as given that the rf coil has already b
optimized (3).

However, it is often difficult to locate the tuning-match
components close to the coil. In particular, theadjustable
components (e.g., variable tuning capacitors) may be too b
or may not be compatible with the sample environment (
ticularly high or low temperatures). Fixed tuning of the pr
is generally unacceptable, because temperature excur
etc., will change the resonant frequency by more than the p
bandwidth of f o/Q. There are many clever solutions to t
problem, including the use of evacuated and small tu
capacitors (4, 5), capacitors that tune by motion of a dielec
with no sliding contacts (6, 7), inductive tuning (8, 9), and
more. We note that some of these solutions require ca
mechanical designs.
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A less elegant but easily implemented approach is to
proximately tune and match the NMR coil with fixed com
nents located near the coil. Remote fine-tuning and match
required to compensate for frequency shifts of the probe c
(e.g., due to temperature changes). Remote tuning and m
ing is accomplished with variable reactances on the distan
of a transmission line (10, 11). This approach makes use of
transmission line which is present in any event (i.e., to con
the spectrometer to the probe). The remote components m
conveniently located at room temperature and may be p
cally large so as to be nearly loss-free, with high voltage
power ratings. However, to the extent that standing wave
present on the line, there may be substantial power dissip
(loss) on the line (12–14), reducing the NMR performance
both transmit and receive. We stress that the advanta
remote tuning and matching is design convenience, particu
with NMR coils at very low or very high temperatures or wh
space is not available, as in narrow bore magnets or na
cryostats (5) or in diamond anvil cell NMR (15). There is no
performance advantage to remote tuning and matching; a
such a design can hope only to equal the performance
locally tuned and matched coil.

We consider here circuitry in which the probe-tuned cir
is connected by a transmission line to remote tuning elem
In particular, we address thetuning bandwidth,the frequenc
extent over which the circuit may be remotely tuned w
maintaining acceptably low losses in the transmission
While transmission line probes have been described b
(16–18) and remote tuning has been analyzed (10, 11) and
employed in a sophisticated multiple-frequency probe (19), the
issue of tuning bandwidth has not been systematically
dressed before. The present results are expected to be o
relevance to NMR at extreme temperatures (which resu
substantial tuning changes), diamond anvil cell NMR15)
(where distortions of the gasket will change the tuning),
with very broad NMR lines (e.g., to be able to tune ac
quadrupole-broadened resonances in solids).

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We consider a tuned circuit of any of the geometries of
1, connected to the external world through a transmission
1090-7807/00 $35.00
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54 KODIBAGKAR AND CONRADI
Such a system could be used with 100% efficiency at
frequency (near or far from the resonance frequency), prov
the line were loss-free. Here we assume that any com
impedance can be transformed to the spectrometer’s im
ance (e.g., 50 ohms real) using large, loss-free compone
the room-temperature end of the transmission line. Throug
the present analysis, this assumption is used. We note
wide-range impedance transforming networks are widely
in radio to transform the impedance of an arbitrary-len
antenna to match the receiver and/or transmitter.

The crucial issue in remotely tuned probe circuits is
dissipationon the transmission line, which is never loss-fre
the tuned circuit impedance is not equal toRo, the characte-
istic impedance of the line (assumed to be real), a stan
wave will exist on the line and decrease the efficiency for
receiving and transmitting. For a probe circuit with comp
impedanceZ, the reflection coefficientr at the transmissio
line-tuned circuit connection is (12–14)

r 5 u~Z 2 Ro!/~Z 1 Ro!u. [1]

orr . 0, the line will carry both forward and reflected wav
The power efficiencyh of the transmission line is defined

the ratio of the power delivered to the load (tuned circuit) to
input power (from the spectrometer’s transmitter). We ass
the transmission line is either an integer number of h
wavelengths long or much longer thanl/2. In either case, th
cross-terms between forward and reflected waves are ze
negligible in calculating the power dissipated by the line.
efficiencyh becomes (12–14)

h 5
e2aL~1 2 r 2!

e4aL 2 r 2 . [2]

FIG. 1. Tuned circuit geometries for NMR probe circuits: (a) se
resonant, (b) capacitive top-feed, where the current division ratio isC2/(C1 1

2), (c) parallel resonant, and (d) capacitive voltage divider. In all casr
epresents the NMR coil L’s losses, withr 5 v oL/Q.
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Here aL describes the exponential voltage attenuation a
he line when matched (i.e., exp(2aL); a is the attenuation p
length andL is the line length). Thus, the attenuation of the
(when matched) in dB is 20aL(0.4343). Asr grows toward
unity in Eq. [2], the efficiency will decrease. The decreas
efficiency with increasing reflection coefficient and stand
wave ratio has been explained qualitatively (16).

Four geometries of tuned circuit will be addressed, as
ented in Fig. 1. For the series resonant circuit (Fig. 1a)
mpedance at resonance isRres 5 r 5 v oL/Q. For practica
component values and highQ, this impedance is often impra
tically small. Thus the capacitive top-feed configuration (
1b) is widely used. Here, the circulating current is divi
betweenC1 and C2. This circuit may be viewed as a ser
resonance with impedance step-up. The current division ra
C2/(C1 1 C2), so the (real) impedance at resonance is-
reased by the inverse square of this ratio:

Rres5 ~voL/Q!@~C1 1 C2!/C2#
2. [3]

For the resonance condition,C1 and C2 are effectively in
parallel:v o

2L(C1 1 C2) 5 1. We note that the above equatio
re extremely good approximations for this circuit, forQ @ 1
nd 1/(v oC2) @ Rres (meaning the current division ratio mu

satisfy [C2/(C1 1 C2)]Q @ 1, as nearly always occurs f
practical values).

For the parallel-tuned circuit of Fig. 1c, the real impeda
at resonance isRres 5 Qv oL 5 (v oL) 2/r . For high Q and
practical component values, this resistance may be imp
cally large. Thus the capacitive voltage divider configura
(Fig. 1d) may be used. Here the coil voltage is divided
C/C2, whereC is the series combination ofC1 andC2 (C21 5
C1

21 1 C2
21). Thus the circuit may be regarded as a par

resonance with impedance step-down. The resistance at
nance is

Rres5 ~QvoL!~C/C2!
2. [4]

The resonance condition isv o
2LC 5 1. Again, these equatio

are very good approximations forQ @ 1 and 1/v oC2 ! Rres

(meaning the voltage division ratio must obey (C/C2)Q @ 1,
early always true with practical values).
A key concept in understanding the tuning bandwidth is

xtent of overcoupling (EOC) of the transmission line to th
uned circuit. For a transmission line of characteristic (r
mpedanceRo, we define theEOC asEOC 5 Ro/Rres for the
series resonant geometries of Figs. 1a and 1b. For the p
resonant arrangements of Figs. 1c and 1d,EOC 5 Rres/Ro.
Thus, for the circuits of Figs. 1a, 1b, 1c, and 1d, respecti

EOC5 Ro/r , [5a]

EOC5 Ro/@r ~C1 1 C2!
2/C2

2#, [5b]
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55REMOTE TUNING OF NMR PROBE CIRCUITS
EOC5 QvoL/Ro, [5c]

EOC5 ~QvoLC2/C2
2!/Ro. [5d]

Calculations were performed on a computer, giving
impedance of the tuned circuits of Fig. 1 as a function
frequency. The reflection coefficientr and the efficiencyh
were computed using Eqs. [1] and [2]. The tuned cir
parameters wereL 5 0.5 mH, v o 5 100 3 106 rad/s,Q 5

00, andRo 5 50 ohms, unless stated otherwise. Compare
calculations with dimensionless variables, use of the va
given allows one to more readily identify physically unreali
parameters.

The importance of the matched lossaL of the transmissio
ine is demonstrated in Fig. 2. There the efficiencyh is pre-
sented foraL 5 0.05 (top) andaL 5 0.005 (bottom), for

arallel tuned circuits (Fig. 1c) with several values of
xtent of overcoupling of the line to the circuit, as in Eq. [5
he upper case corresponds to a 1.5 m length of ord
G-58A/U at 250 MHz, while the lower case correspond
ery low-loss line made from large copper tubing (about 2
iameter of outer conductor).
From Fig. 2, it is evident that the bandwidth over wh

cceptable performance (e.g.,h . 0.5) may be obtained
much larger than the 1% bandwidth of theL–C circuit itself
(Q 5 100). This is particularly true for the low-loss lin
where an efficiencyh . 0.8 can be obtained across a610%
frequency range, with an overcoupling ofEOC 5 16. The
coil-only” case uses a coil ofQ 5 100 withv oL chosen equa
o Ro (the optimum value, as shown in Ref. (2)). The efficien-
cies at the center frequency are only 0.1 and 0.5 for the
choices of transmission line, though the performance is v
ally flat as a function of frequency. We note that one succe
multiple-resonance design uses no tuning of the rf coil,
extremely low-loss line (17).

Ultimately, the design goal for a probe circuit is good po
efficiency. But because efficiency depends upon the mat
line lossaL as well as the circuit parameters, all further res
here will be presented in terms of the reflection coefficientr of

q. [1]. The efficiency may then be computed by mean
q. [2].
Results are presented in Fig. 3 for capacitively top-fed tu

ircuits of Fig. 1b. We note the logarithmic scale at left, w
orresponding values ofr at right. Several values of (unloade

are used, with the circuit adjusted to exactly match the
t the center frequency (i.e., the current division ratioC2/

(C1 1 C2) is selected so thatRres of Eq. [3] is equal to th
characteristic impedance of the line,Ro). In Fig. 3 it is eviden
that the bandwidth for a given maximum value ofr is propor-
tional to 1/Q. Thus, obtaining a sufficient tuning ban
width will generally be an issue only for high values of
unloadedQ.

The effect of the extent of overcoupling on the tun
bandwidth is presented in Fig. 4. All circuits are the geom
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of Fig. 1b withQ 5 100,with the current division ratio varie
to yield EOC values from 0.25 (undercoupled) to 32 (seve
overcoupled to the line). Clearly, the undercoupled circ
performance is inferior (largerr) to the optimally couple
circuit (EOC5 1), at all frequencies. At the center frequen
theEOC 5 1 case has the best performance, of course. B

ne desires a broader frequency range, the overcoupled c
EOC . 1) are superior, at the expense of somewhat po
erformance at the center frequency (higher reflection co
ient and resultingly decreased power efficiency). Thus,
mportant to design for only therequired tuning bandwidth.

The circuit of Fig. 1b may be conveniently regarded a
mpedance stepped-up series resonance, but it is more co

FIG. 2. Transmission line power efficiencyh for Ro 5 50 ohm line with
aL 5 0.05 (0.43 dB matched loss) at top and withaL 5 0.005 (0.043 dB
matched loss) at bottom. The probe circuit is a parallel tuned circuit
unloadedQ 5 100 and center frequencyv o 5 100 3 106 s21. Results ar
hown for differentL/C ratios, corresponding to various extents of overc
ling (EOC) of the line to the tuned circuit, as shown. Shown for compar

s an untuned coil, withv oL chosen to equalRo. The tuning bandwidth
become larger with greaterEOC and with smaller matched line loss. Es
cially for low-loss line (bottom), the tuning bandwidth may greatly exceed
natural bandwidth of theL–C circuit, f o/Q.
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56 KODIBAGKAR AND CONRADI
cated. For example, in addition to the series resonance (im
ance minimum) atv o

2L(C1 1 C2) 5 1, there is a paralle
resonance (maximum impedance) atv 2LC1 5 1. Similarly for
the capacitive voltage divider of Fig. 1d, the parallel reson
at v o

2LC 5 1 (with C the series combination ofC1 andC2) is
accompanied by a series resonance at a lower frequ
v 2LC1 5 1.

FIG. 3. Reflection coefficientr versus operating frequency for tun
ircuits of capacitive top-feed geometry of Fig. 1b, for several value
nloadedQ. In each case, the coupling capacitor is adjusted to yield a p
atch to the transmission line at the center frequency. The tuning band

or a given maximum allowable reflection coefficient varies as 1/Q, showing
hat the tuning bandwidth scales with the circuit’s natural width,f o/Q. The
logarithmic scale at left corresponds to the values ofr at right.

FIG. 4. Reflection coefficientr as a function of operating frequency. T
L–C circuits are all capacitive top-feed geometry of Fig. 1b withQ 5 100,
and with the coupling adjusted to yield the several values ofEOC listed
(extends of overcoupling of the line to theL–C circuit). The cases shown sp
from undercoupled (EOC , 1) to very overcoupled (EOC @ 1); a simple
series resonant coil (v oL 5 Ro andQ 5 100) ispresented for comparison. F
a desired bandwidth across which the reflection coefficient must be main
below some maximum value, there is an optimum value ofEOC.
d-

e

cy,

Thus one is led to ask whether any of the geometries in
a, 1b, 1c, or 1d has a broader tuning bandwidth than
thers. Results for reflection coefficientr are displayed in Fig

5a for 5 tuned circuits, all of the capacitive top-feed arra
ment of Fig. 1b. All have the sameQ 5 100 and are adjuste
to give Rres 5 25 ohms, corresponding to an overcoupling
EOC 5 2. Five different values ofL are used, so that fiv
different values of the current division fractionC2/(C1 1 C2)
are required. We note that while all five have the samev o

describing the series resonance, the parallel resonances
five different frequencies. The results in Fig. 5a indicate tha
five circuits have essentially the same performance.

The four different geometries of Figs. 1a–1d are comp
in Fig. 5b. Each circuit hasQ 5 100, L 5 0.5 mH, Ro 5 50
ohms, and overcouplingEOC 5 8. ThusRres is 6.25 ohms fo

f
ct
th

ed

FIG. 5. (a) Comparison of reflection coefficients of tuned circuits
capacitive top-feed geometry of Fig. 1b. All circuits areQ 5 100 and ar
adjusted toEOC 5 2 (25 ohm real atv o). Five values ofL are shown (0.125
0.25, 0.5, 1, and 2mH), with 5 corresponding values of the current divis
raction,C2/(C1 1 C2). (b) Comparison of the four tuned circuit geomet
of Figs. 1a, 1b, 1c, and 1d. Each circuit hasEOC 5 8 with Q 5 100. The
results demonstrate that the tuning bandwidth is essentially the same
tuned circuit geometries for a given extent of overcoupling (EOC).
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57REMOTE TUNING OF NMR PROBE CIRCUITS
the series-derived circuits (Figs. 1a and 1b) and 400 ohm
parallel-derived circuits (Figs. 1c and 1d). The results s
only small shifts in center frequency, with essentially no
ferences in the tuning bandwidths. Similar results occu
other values ofEOC, confirming the above conclusion. T
shifts in center frequency become larger for larger value
EOC. In terms of remote tuning bandwidth, there is no rea
to prefer any one tuned circuit geometry over others.

III. CONCLUSIONS

NMR probe-tuned circuits may be approximately fix
tuned near the rf coil and remotely tuned (or remotely fi
tuned) using a variable matching network on the end
transmission line. Such an approach may be useful whene
is inconvenient to locate variable tuning components nea
NMR coil, such as in low-temperature or high-tempera
NMR or in diamond anvil cell NMR. Also, the remote
located variable elements may have higher voltage and p
ratings than variable components small enough to fit nea
probe coil. The tuning bandwidth of such schemes is
frequency range over which the transmission line losses re
acceptably low.

The analysis of such circuits yields the following conc
sions: (i) The tuning bandwidth may be much larger than
tuned circuit’s natural bandwidth off o/Q, particularly if the
transmission line has low loss (i.e., small matched-loss)
Not surprisingly, the tuning bandwidth scales as 1/Q. Thus
obtaining adequate tuning bandwidth is only an issue
high-Q probe circuits. (iii) The key factors in obtaining a w
tuning bandwidth are the extent to which the transmission
is overcoupled to the probe tuned circuit and the matched
of the transmission line. (iv) For equivalent extents of o
coupling of the tuned circuit to the line, all geometries of tu
circuit (series, parallel, parallel with capacitive voltage d
sion, and series with current division) yield essentially
same performance and tuning bandwidth.
for
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